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Over the course of the 2019/20 academic
year, researchers in the BCMCR have been
producing work in response to the research
theme of ‘Materialities’. With this theme, we
were interested in exploring the ways in
which our theoretical work and practice
interact with and exist within the material
world. 

Led by Dr Iain Taylor, the theme has
produced a breadth and depth of exciting
work across each of our research clusters.
This pamphlet has been produced as part of
a series, which aims to capture a snapshot
of the ideas and discussions which have
emerged from the theme over the course of
the year, and to provide a resource for
colleagues and students who are keen to
consider notions of materiality from a range
of interdisciplinary perspectives.

For more information on Materialities at
BCMCR, or on the work of the Centre
generally, please visit our website:

www.BCMCR.org

MATERIALITIES
AT BCMCR



Introduction
 

Materialities of Midland Games 
- Alex Wade

Outlast is not a Found Footage
Game - Andrew Heaton

Agency, Materiality, and a
Pokémon Go Fanvid - Charlotte
Stevens

How Chinese is Chinese Parents    
 - Li Menqi (Sam)

On digital games incorporating
“material” gains - Poppy Wilde 

On the Margins: Paratexts of
Video Games - Regina Seiwald

Digital materiality and new
forms of interaction - Zuby Ahmed
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MATERIALITIES OF 
MIDLAND GAMES
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The Pac-Man
Principle: A User's Guide to Capitalism
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Grand Thieves and Tomb Raiders 
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Relations and Embeddedness



OUTLAST IS NOT A FOUND
FOOTAGE GAME

ANDREW HEATON
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Outlast

Minecraft

 World of Warcraft

Outlast

Outlast

Outlast
Affective Intensities and

Evolving Horror Forms 

Outlast 

Outlast
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filmed

after 
Outlast 

Outlast
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Affective intensities and evolving horror forms

Picture from the Outlast Fandom Wiki
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Pokémon Go
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Tweet[9] and reply[10]. 

Pokémon Go

Pokémon Go

Pokémon Go 
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  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fl2E22nnwSo
  https://bcmcr.org/research/digital-games-vids-paper-report-from-necs-2017
  https://vividcon.info/vidshows/185/
  https://www.aup.nl/en/book/9789462985865/fanvids
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huiLkF3jqjo
  https://bcmcr.org/research/games-adaptive-materialities/
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNAlYy4pbK4
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fl2E22nnwSo
  https://twitter.com/mercurialHekate/status/1242444144204791808
  https://twitter.com/Mehlahphuse/status/1242611240972812289
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Chinese Parents

HOW CHINESE IS CHINESE
PARENTS

LI MENGQI (SAM)

Figure 1, Game interface
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Figure 2 Getting appointments with friends or potential partner

Figure 3 One of "my kids" family stats



Chinese Parents

Figure 4 A screenshot of the store inventory

Chinese Parents
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DIGITAL MATERIALITY AND
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And this materiality is what? 

Figure 1, our virtual BCU project with version plan
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So what’s the big deal? 

Figure 2, Our design and production process: The Double Diamond and Agile
Project Management using Scrum
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Now what? 
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Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory

 What is the framework for innovation?
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of Autoethnography
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 Reflective practice for practise

The ethnographic I: A methodological novel about autoethnography

. Issues in Informing Science and Information Technology

Learning by Doing: a guide to teaching and learning methods

 
Proceedings of Level Up: Digital Games Research Conference
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Affect, Responsibility, and How Modes of Engagement Shape the
Experience of Videogames

RSA Animate - Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us

lukertweek- Derek & Clive - Jump you fucker jump!.
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:-:-:-:

 
 

:-:-:-:

To play the game, go to the
final page and turn the
pamphlet upside down



9.

Chorus (Fendt et al.): a simple, well-written story
can create a wide-ranging and complex sense of agency.

The meaningfulness of choices can be underpinned through the
severity of their consequences.

 
 

Were these meaningful choices?  Did they make a
difference? Can we close the circle connecting

agency to both materiality and meaningful choice,
and connect meaningful choice to materiality?

 
If so, can meaningful choice make research

material?  Has your agency, through these choices,
made this work matter?

 

Close the book.
 

:-:-:-:



8.

You enter the pit. Surprising no-one,
you are eaten by rabid dogs.

 
 

Close the book.
 

:-:-:-:



7.

With a shiver of relief, you walk past the pit.   
 

You follow the corridor for a short distance
before emerging into a sunlit meadow.

 
 
 

Turn to page 9.
 

:-:-:-:



6.

As you move forward, you notice an inscription on the
wall.
Given no other options, you walk along the corridor.

All: A choice is meaningful when a player is aware that they are
making a choice, and when that choice has consequences which are
reflected in the game.  

Church: Agency is recognised through player intention in response to the
game situation and a clear reaction from the game world to the action
of the player.  

Murray: Agency is the satisfying power to take meaningful action and
see the results of our decisions and choices.   

Can a choice be meaningful if its outcome is impermanent?

Make a (meaningful) choice.

To continue past the pit, turn to page
7. To climb into the pit, turn to page 8.

 
:-:-:-:



5.

Passing through the door, you find yourself in another
corridor. Behind you, you hear grumbling, and a key turns in
the lock.

Given no other options, you walk along the corridor.

Reflecting on what you have been told, it seems we might imagine agency as a
little bit like impact, as producing some kind of change if it is present.   
 
But…  

If agency is emergent…  
 

an aspect of a relationship between a game and its
players…  

 
Surely agency does not exist in its own terms? It can’t be enough for a
game simply to present opportunities for action. Players also have
to understand that they have agency.   
 
But this means that agency is as much a perception as it is a property. So when
we talk about agency in games, are we actually talking
about players’ perception, their sense, of agency?
 

The sound of barking dogs is much louder now, and as you
continue along the corridor you see why. To your left is a
deep pit, at the bottom of which circle four (4) slavering
hounds.

Will you continue past the pit, or climb
into the pit? Make a decision and turn to

page 6.
 

:-:-:-:



4.
You enter the room beyond to see a sage sat behind a desk,
wearing robes and a pointed hat. He holds a heavy tome
open before him. A door leads out on the other side of the
room.   

He looks up…

Aha, students! Excellent! Come in, come in, sit down.

…and you sit down.

Now, yes. Hmm. Pay attention.

He begins to read aloud.

The concept of agency as a relationship between player and game echoes and
intersects with Miller’s thinking about materiality. Here, materiality is not a quality
of an object but instead a quality of a relationship between subject and object.
Miller accepts Latour’s conception that objects can have agency through their
effects in the world, but he is unwilling to dissolve the ‘common-sense’ dualism
between people and things, as ordinary humans make everyday use of subject-
object distinctions to construct meaning.

Our sense of materiality is therefore produced through a subject-object
relationship in which both may have agency, with objects exercising restrictions
upon the agency of the subject. Materiality emerges not simply in the agency of
my action to touch, nor in the agency of an object’s resistance to that touch –the
physicality of its existence – but in the interaction of that touch with that
physicality.

Got that? Good. Now get along with you, I’m sure you have chores to do.

He ushers you out through the door behind him.

Turn to page 5.  
 

:-:-:-:



3.

You turn right and walk along the
corridor.  

 
Ahead, you see an archway. From beyond

it, you hear muttering and the
occasional cough. Inlaid in the

surround of the archway, you see:  
 
 
 

Mateas: Agency in games is a property of their
form.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
To go back and go the other way, turn

to page 2. 
 

To walk through the archway, turn to
page 4.

 
:-:-:-:

 



2.

You turn left and walk along the
corridor.  

 
After a short distance, you come to a
door. Carved into the wood, you see:

 
 
 

Tulloch: Structures and rules do not deny
agency, they produce its possibility.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To go through the door, turn to
page 4. 

 
To go back and go the other way, turn

to page 3.
 

:-:-:-:
 



You are shaken from your reverie by the sound
of dogs barking in the distance. It is

dark. You are unsure where you are, or where
you were.  

 
A soft glow begins to emanate from the walls.
You realise you are in a corridor, leading

left and right.  
 

Scratched into the wall before you are several
lines of text.

 

Tulloch: Games are about agency. They are about giving
players choice and opportunity.

  
Giddings: Agency is a critical part of video games’ claim to

be interactive media, facilitating human activity and
agency.  

 
Chorus (Fendt et al.): Agency can be illusory. 

 
All: The opportunity for Agency has to be afforded by

games, through their structure.
 
 
 
 
 
 

To go left, turn to page 2.  To go right, turn
to page 3.  

 
:-:-:-:

 

1.



 
 

:-:-:-:

 
 

:-:-:-:

To play the game turn the
pamphlet upside down

Turn the page to play
 the game



Over the course of the 2019/20
academic year, researchers
from the Birmingham Centre for
Media and Cultural Research
(BCMCR) have been working in
response to the research theme
of Materialities.

Colleagues from each of the
BCMCR's research clusters were
asked to create short pieces of
writing which capture some of
the thoughts, ideas, and
discussions which have
emerged over the course of the
year in relation to the
Materialities theme. 

This work forms the basis of a
series of pamphlets which
capture the ways in which the
theme has  shaped / changed
thinking within each cluster. 




